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Abstract. We deﬁne a speciﬁcation formalism (formally, an institution)
which provides a notion of dynamic type (the type which is associated
to a term by a particular evaluation) and late binding (the fact that the
function version to be invoked in a function application depends on the
dynamic type of one or more arguments). Hence, it constitutes a natural
formal framework for modeling object-oriented and other dynamicallytyped languages and a basis for adding to them a speciﬁcation level. In
this respect, the main novelty is the capability of writing axioms related
to a given type which are not required to hold for subtypes, hence can be
“overridden” in further reﬁnements, thus lifting at the speciﬁcation level
the possibility of reusing code which is oﬀered by the object-oriented
approach.

Introduction
After many years of research on the foundations of object-oriented programming,
a point of view which has recently emerged [2] is to consider as its distinguishing
feature the fact that in method calls the correct variant of the method to be
invoked is determined at run-time (late or dynamic binding), in other words a
policy of dynamic resolution of overloading is applied.
We clarify further this terminology, adapting more or less the presentation
of [2]. A distinction extensively used in language theory for the last two decades is
that between parametric (or universal ) polymorphism and ad hoc polymorphism.
Parametric polymorphism allows one to write a function whose code can work on
arguments of diﬀerent types, while by ad hoc polymorphism it is possible to write
functions that execute diﬀerent code for arguments of diﬀerent types. The ﬁrst
kind of polymorphism has been widely investigated on and developed, while the
second form, usually known as overloading, has had little theoretical attention.
This is probably due to the fact that traditional programming languages oﬀer a
very limited form of overloading, where the correct variant of the function to be
applied is always decided at compile time, i.e. the overloading resolution is static
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(early or static binding). Clearly this form of overloading can be reduced to a
useful syntactic abbreviation which does not signiﬁcantly aﬀect the language.
The real gain of power of overloading occurs with languages where types
are computed during the execution. Indeed, in this case, the correct variant
of the function to be applied can be decided depending on the dynamic type
of arguments, i.e. the type computed at run-time; hence there is late binding
of the function name to the code to be executed, or, in other words, dynamic
resolution of overloading. This happens typically in object-oriented languages. In
most of them dynamic overloading resolution is adopted only for what concerns
the “receiver” (i.e. the ﬁrst, implicit, parameter) of a method call. Nevertheless,
the same policy can be applied to all the arguments of a function, as it happens
e.g. in multimethods [8,4].
In this paper we deﬁne a speciﬁcation formalism (formally, an institution in
the sense of [6]) which provides dynamic resolution of overloading. The basic
idea is to handle overloading at the model (semantic) level and not at the signature (syntactic) level. More precisely, we model a function op: s → s which1
has many diﬀerent variants, as e.g. a method in the object-oriented case, by a
unique function symbol in the signature, whose interpretation in a model is a
multifunction, i.e. a family of functions op u , one for each existing subtype u of
s. In other words, the existence of diﬀerent variants is seen as redeﬁnition, and
distinguished from static overloading.
We see two main motivations and directions of application for the approach
we propose.
First, we provide a formal framework for modeling object-oriented languages
or, more in general, languages which provide some form of dynamic overloading
resolution. In particular, the term language of our formalism is, syntactically,
a variant of the standard term language in, say, order-sorted frameworks [7],
but we are able to deﬁne what is the dynamic type of a term (the type of the
element obtained by its evaluation). Furthermore, in the evaluation of a function
application the variant to be used is (possibly) determined using late binding.
Hence, our term language with its semantic interpretation provides a unifying
metalanguage allowing to express by immediate translation the semantics of
languages with dynamic overloading resolution. Applications of this kind rely on
just the model part (signatures and models) of our formalism.
Considering now the logical part (sentences and satisfaction relation), the
main novelty is that we are able to express two diﬀerent kinds of requirements
over elements of a given type s:
– requirements which must hold for elements of any possible subtype of s,
written ∀x : s .ϕ;
– requirements which must hold for elements which have s as most speciﬁc
type, but not for elements of proper subtypes, written ∀x : s.ϕ.
Note that requirements of the second kind are not expressible by sentences
of “usual” formalisms (without a notion of dynamic type).
1

Here and later let x denote the tuple x1 . . . xn .
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This possibility is very interesting since it allows, in a sense, to lift at the
speciﬁcation level the possibility of reusing code which is the main advantage
oﬀered by the object-oriented approach (and more in general by late binding).
Indeed, assume that we have a speciﬁcation SP which describes a type s and its
related functions. Later, we want to deﬁne a specialization s of s which behaves
“more or less” like s, but for instance one of the functions must be changed in a
way that it does no longer satisfy some axiom, say ∀x : s.ϕ. In usual frameworks
it is not possible to obtain a speciﬁcation SP  of this specialization by reusing
SP as it stands, i.e. by enrichment. Indeed, ϕ is required to hold for each element
of (a subtype of) s. Hence, we have to give up either to reuse speciﬁcations or to
write axioms which we are not sure should hold in all possible present or future
reﬁnements.
In our framework, since the sentence ∀x : s.ϕ is not required to hold for
subtypes, this axiom can coexist with other axioms for the subtype s which
specify a diﬀerent behavior, even in contradiction. In other words, it is possible
to have reuse of speciﬁcations possibly “overriding” some axioms, in analogy to
what happens with programming languages. In our opinion this represents a true
novelty, and makes our formalism a good starting point for adding a speciﬁcation
level to languages with late binding.
The paper is structured as follows. In Sect. 1 we provide an informal introduction to the formalism, showing how some simple Java classes can be semantically interpreted and how to write axioms specifying their expected behavior.
In Sect. 2 we formally deﬁne our formalism as an institution in the sense of [6]
and prove that it also satisﬁes the amalgamation property. In Sect. 3 we discuss
the interference between the redeﬁnition (dynamically solved overloading) modeled in our framework and usual (statically solved) overloading. Finally, in the
Conclusion we summarize the results of the paper and provide some comparison
with related work.
Proofs are omitted here for reasons of space and can be found in [1].

1

An Informal Presentation

In this section, we will ﬁrst show how our framework provides a semantic foundation for programming languages with late binding, typically object-oriented
languages. Then, we will illustrate how it could be taken as starting point for
adding a speciﬁcation level to such languages.
We will consider a standard example written in a toy object-oriented language. We adopt a Java-like syntax for convenience, but consider in the following
for simplicity a purely functional interpretation, where objects are records and a
method with side eﬀects on some object’s components is seen instead as a function returning a record consisting of the updated components. Indeed, handling
imperative aspects is orthogonal to the problems we aim at solving in this paper
and there are standard techniques for that (see e.g. [11]), which could be applied
to our framework as well.
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Let us conside a software module consisting of two class deﬁnitions, describing points in the Cartesian plane (2D-points) and in the space (3D-points). We
assume that, for some reason, moving a 3D-point has the side eﬀect of incrementing by one its third coordinate.
class 2DPoint {
private int x,y;
int X () { return x;}
int Y () { return y;}
void move (int dx, int dy) { x = x + dx; y + dy;}
}
class 3DPoint extends 2DPoint {
private int z;
int Z () { return z;}
void move (int dx, int dy) { x = x + dx; y = y + dy; z = z + 1;}
}
The semantic counterpart of this module is given, in our framework, by a
signature ΣP (P for “points”) modeling the syntactic interface of the module to
users and a model MP over ΣP providing an interpretation for symbols in the
interface.
The deﬁnition of ΣP is the following:
sig ΣP =
sorts int, 3D ≤ 2D
opns . . . standard functions on integers . . .
X , Y : 2D → int
move: 2D, int , int → 2D
Z : 3D → int

Note that there is a unique function symbol corresponding to move; indeed,
as we will see below, redeﬁnition is handled at the semantic level.
The model MP deﬁnes an interpretation for the sort and function symbols.
Sort symbols are interpreted as sets, as usual.
int MP = ZZ,2D MP = ZZ × ZZ, 3D MP = ZZ × ZZ × ZZ
However, the intended meaning is diﬀerent from the standard; in a model M ,
the interpretation sM of a sort s deﬁnes the set of the elements which have s
as most speciﬁc type, called the proper carrier of sort s (for instance, 2D-points
, is then deﬁned to be the
for 2D ). The (extended) carrier of sort s, denoted sM

disjoint union of all the proper carriers of subtypes of s. In the example:
P
2D M
= {p : 2D | p ∈ 2D MP } ∪ {p : 3D | p ∈ 3D MP },


MP
while 3D 
= 3D MP since 3D has no proper subtypes. Note that by deﬁniM
M
tion s ⊆ s  holds whenever s ≤ s .
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We illustrate now the interpretation of function symbols. As said above,
redeﬁnition of a method in a heir class is modeled at the semantic level. Indeed,
the interpretation of move consists of two diﬀerent functions, called variants, as
shown below.
MP
P
P
move M
× int MP × int MP → 2D M

2D : 2D 
MP
move 2D (p, dx, dy) =
x + dx, y + dy : 2D if p = x, y : 2D,
x + dx, y + dy, z : 3D if p = x, y, z : 3D
MP
P
P
× int MP × int MP → 2D M
move M

3D : 3D
MP
move 3D ( x, y, z , dx, dy) = x + dx, y + dy, z + 1

The latter variant, acting on 3D-points only, corresponds to the new deﬁnition
of the method in 3DPoint; the former corresponds to the old deﬁnition, which
can be invoked not only on 2D-points, but also on 3D-points (for instance in
Java using the super keyword in the class 3DPoint).
In general, the interpretation in a model M of a function symbol,
M
M
say op: s → s, is a multifunction, i.e. a family of functions op M
u : u → s , one
for each subtype u of s. Of course in practice a function could be redeﬁned only
for some subtypes, but we assume that a model provides a variant for each possible subtype for sake of simplicity (no redeﬁnition being simply obtained by
having two variants which have the same behavior on arguments of the more
speciﬁc type). Domain and codomain of each variant op M
u are the extended carriers of u and s, reﬂecting the intuition that this variant could be applied to
argument tuples of any subtype of u and, analogously, the result could be an
element of any subtype of s. Note moreover that multiple inheritance can be
modeled as well.
Assume now that we want to use the module consisting of the two classes
2DPoint and 3DPoint as an implementation for the following restricted interface Σ2D .
sig Σ2D =
sorts int, 2D
opns . . . standard functions on integers . . .
X , Y : 2D → int
move: 2D, int , int → 2D

This is intuitively sensible since the module has a richer interface and is captured, in the algebraic formalisms, by the notion of reduct ; that is, it should be
possible to deﬁne, starting from MP , a model MP |Σ2D over Σ2D which is the
formal counterpart of the behavior of the module when accessed only through
the restricted interface. Intuitively, MP |Σ2D should be obtained from MP “forgetting” the type 3D and the function Z . However, this cannot be achieved by
simply throwing away 3D-points, since 3D-points and the corresponding variant
of move are still available because of late binding. Assume, to see this more
clearly, that Σ2D also oﬀers a constant myPoint : → 2D whose implementation
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in MP returns a 3D-point (this could correspond for instance in Java to a static
method in the class 2DPoint with body return new 3DPoint()). Then, the
evaluation of the term move(myPoint , 1, 1) (2DPoint.myPoint.move(1,1) in
Java syntax) in the model MP involves the move 3D variant even if the user has
no knowledge of the existence of the type 3DPoint.
The technical solution we adopt is that of decoupling syntactic types (types
which appear in the signature, and are used for static typing of terms) and semantic types, which are used as indexes in function variants. Hence a model M
over a signature Σ with sorts S deﬁnes a set sM for each s in a set of semantic
types S M and an (order-preserving) map ι: S → S M which speciﬁes how syntactic types are mapped into semantic types. For instance, in the model MP |Σ2D
this map is just an inclusion, corresponding to the intuition that the type 3D is
not visible at the syntactic level, but can be the dynamic type of some term.
In order to illustrate the logical part of our formalism, i.e. sentences expressing requirements over models, we ﬁrst brieﬂy present terms. Assume that p2
and p3 are two variables of (static) type 2D and 3D , respectively. Terms are of
three kinds: variables, function applications and casted terms.
A ﬁrst form of function application is exempliﬁed by move(p2, 1, 1),
move(p3, 1, 1), Z (p3). In this case, the syntactic form of terms is standard, but
not the evaluation. Let us consider for instance the evaluation of move(p2, 1, 1)
w.r.t., say, MP ; reﬂecting what actually happens in languages with subtyping,
the variable p2 can denote either a 2D-point or a 3D-point (formally, valuations
of variables have as codomain extended carriers), and the variant used for interMP
P
preting move (either move M
2D or move 3D ) depends on the dynamic type of p2,
that is the (most speciﬁc) type of the element denoted by p2.
Another form of function application is that where we force static binding,
like e.g. in move(p2 : 2D , 1, 1). In this second case, even if the dynamic type
of p2 is 3D , the variant which is invoked is that with index 2D.
The combination of the ﬁrst two forms where terms are of the general form
op(t1 [: s1 ], . . . , tn [: sn ]), where square brackets denote optionality, allows much
more ﬂexibility than in object-oriented languages, where the binding is always
dynamic for the ﬁrst (implicit) argument (apart the limited possibility oﬀered
by the super mechanism) and always static for the remaining arguments.
Finally, we allow casted terms, like e.g. (3D )p2. This feature is instead completely analogous to what oﬀered e.g. in Java by casting down (type conversion
from a supertype to a subtype) and is typically useful for using in a context of
the subtype (hence through a richer interface) a term which we expect to have
this subtype as dynamic type. For instance, if we write Z ((3D )p2), then we are
able to get the third dimension of the point denoted by p2, if we have good
reasons to suppose that this point is actually a 3D-point. If, on the other side,
our supposition is wrong and p2 denotes a 2D-point, then we get a run time error (formally, the evaluation of the term is undeﬁned). Note however that, as in
Java, casting does not inﬂuence the dynamic type, hence in move((3D )p2, 1, 1)
P
the version which is invoked is still move M
3D if p2 denotes a 3D-point. Finally, we
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recall that this casting down is conceptually analogous to the so-called retracts
in order-sorted frameworks [7], even if the technical treatment is diﬀerent.
We do not consider casting up (type conversion from a subtype to a supertype) since it is not signiﬁcant except than for static overloading resolution (see
Sect. 3 for more details).
We can now show some sentences. Let us consider for instance the following
axioms expressing requirements for the type 2D .
1.
2.
3.
4.

∀p : 2D  .∀dx : int .∀dy : int .X (move(p, dx, dy)) = X (p) + dx
∀p : 2D  .∀dx : int .∀dy : int .Y (move(p, dx, dy)) = Y (p) + dy
∀p : 2D .move(p, 0, 0) = p
∀p : 2D .∀dx : int .∀dy : int .move(move(p, dx, 0), 0, dy) = move(p, dx, dy)

The ﬁrst two axioms express, intuitively, requirements that we want to hold
for 2D-points and to be also preserved in any possible specialized version of
them. For instance, these axioms must be veriﬁed by 3D-points, too.
On the contrary, the last two axioms express perfectly reasonable requirements for the type 2D , which could however not hold for all subtypes; for
instance, these axioms do not hold for 3D-points, since the move function is
assumed to have an additional eﬀect on them.
The diﬀerence between the two kinds of axioms is expressed by the two
diﬀerent quantiﬁcations, suggesting exactly the interpretation explained above.
The possibility of writing in a speciﬁcation axioms of the two kinds is very
important: for instance, we can write a speciﬁcation SP 2D for 2D-points including the axioms above and then write a speciﬁcation SP 3D for 3D-points as an
enrichment of SP 2D by adding, e.g., the axiom2
∀p : 3D .∀dx : int.∀dy : int .Z (move(p, dx, dy)) = Z (p) + 1.
In usual formalisms, this axiom and axiom (3) and (4) would be in contradiction, hence the speciﬁcation SP 3D could not be obtained by reusing SP 2D ,
but should be rewritten from scratch.
From the methodological point of view, the designer should choose between
the two forms of quantiﬁcation depending on the intuition about the property
expressed by the axiom (either a conservative property, expected to hold in
all the possible future reﬁnements of a type, or a speciﬁc property, required to
hold for that type but not necessarily for subtypes). This allows to have in the
speciﬁcation any desired degree of control over inheritance.

2

An Institution for Late Binding

This section is devoted to the formal deﬁnition of our framework. The readers
are encouraged to compare the notions presented here with the examples of
application of the previous section.
2

We use the standard quantiﬁcation for integers, since we consider them as a ﬁxed
predeﬁned data type which cannot be furtherly specialized.
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Syntax

The subtyping relation is represented by a preorder ; thus, our notion of signature
is similar to that of order-sorted signatures [7]. But, for sake of simplicity, we do
not allow static overloading: that is, we do not allow the same function symbol to
have two diﬀerent functionalities. This is somehow drastic, because many cases
of overloading are harmless and helpful, but allows us to focus our attention on
redeﬁnition (or dynamic overloading). In Sect. 3 we will see how this requirement
can be relaxed, following quite standard techniques, in order to get a more userfriendly language.
Definition 1. A preorder (S, ≤) consists of a set S and a reﬂexive and transitive binary relation ≤ on S. Given preorders (S, ≤) and (S  , ), a morphism
of preorders is a function σ S : S → S  s.t. s ≤ s implies σ S (s)  σ S (s ) for all
s, s ∈ S.
Any preorder ≤ can be componentwise extended to sequences, that is s ≤ u
holds iﬀ s and u have the same length n and si ≤ ui for all i = 1 . . . n. We
denote by PreOrd the category of preorders.
An order-sorted signature without overloading, from now on simply signature, Σ = (S, ≤, O, δ0, δ1) consists of a preorder (S, ≤) of sorts, a set O of
function symbols and two functions δ0: O → S ∗ and δ1: O → S returning the
arity and the result type of each function symbol, respectively.
For each op ∈ O, if δ0(op) = s and δ1(op) = s then we will write op: s → s.
Definition 2. Given signatures Σ = (S, ≤, O, δ0, δ1) and Σ  = (S ,,O,δ0,δ1 ),
a morphism σ: Σ → Σ  consists of a morphism of preorders σ S : S → S  and a
renaming of functions symbols σ F : O → O that is consistent with the sort renaming, that is s.t. for all op: s → s we have σ F (op): σ S (s) → σ S (s), where σ S
is componentwise extended to sequences of sorts.
The category of signatures, where identities and compositions are deﬁned in
the obvious way, will be denoted by OSign.
Notation 1 From now on, let Σ denote the signature (S, ≤, O, δ0, δ1), Σ  the
signature (S  , , O , δ0 , δ1 ) and σ the morphism σ: Σ → Σ  with components
(σ S , σ F ). In the following we will simply denote σ S and σ F by σ, provided that
no ambiguity arises.
2.2

Semantics

As shown in Sect. 1, the models of a signature Σ in our framework are quite
diﬀerent from usual order-sorted algebras. Indeed, ﬁrst of all the elements of a
model are classiﬁed by a set of semantic types. This captures the intuition that we
are using modules with a possibly larger collection of types through a restricted
interface, described by the signature. Then, the interpretation of each semantic
type (the proper carrier ) consists only of the elements having that sort as most
speciﬁc type. Thus, we have no subsumption among the proper carriers, though
this property is recovered at the level of extended carriers. Finally, each function
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symbol op: s → s of the signature is interpreted in a model M as a multifunction,
M
M
that is a family of functions op M
u : ι(u) → ι(s) for each possible specialization
u ≤ s.
Definition 3. A Σ-model M consists of
– a preorder (S M , ) and a morphism of preorders ι: (S, ≤) → (S M , ); if ι is
an inclusion (as in most concrete cases), we will omit it;
– for each s ∈ S M , a set sM , called the proper carrier of sort s in M . We will
M
denote by sM
the disjoint union of s for all s  s, i.e. for all s ∈ S M :

M



, s  s}
sM
 = {a : s | a ∈ s

is called the (extended) carrier of sort s. Moreover, for each
The set sM

sequence s of sorts in S M with length n, we will denote by sM
 the Cartesian
M
× . . . × sn M
.
product s1 

M
M
– for each op: s → s and each u  ι(s), a partial function op M
u : ι(u) → ι(s) .
We will denote by OMod(Σ) the set of all Σ-models.
We allow the interpretation of function symbols to be partial in order to be able
to give an immediate semantics to programming languages, where partiality is
inherent, due to non-termination.
Notation 2 Here and later let M denote the Σ-model with components (S M , ),


ι, sM and op M
u and, analogously, M denote the Σ -model with components



(S M , ), ι , sM and op M
s .
We are not interested here in features related with model morphisms, like initiality. We plan to study the nature of the category of models in an extended
forthcoming version of the paper.
Lemma 1 (Subsumption). Let M be a model of Σ. Then, s  s implies
M
sM
 ⊆ s  .
As usual in algebraic approaches, we have to say how models can be translated
along signature morphisms, in order to support structured speciﬁcations.
Definition 4. Let the reduct M of M  along σ, denoted M  |σ , be deﬁned by


– (S M , ) = (S M , ) and ι is the composition of ι and σ.

– for each s ∈ S M , sM = sM ;
– for each function symbol op: s → s and each u  ι(s) we deﬁne op M
u =

σ(op)M
.
u
Moreover, let OMod(σ): OMod(Σ  ) → OMod(Σ) be the function deﬁned by
OMod(σ)(M  ) = M  |σ .
Proposition 1. Using the notation of Def. 3 and 4, OMod: OSign → Setop is
a functor.
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Here we allow resolution of dynamic overloading on all the parameters, like in
multimethods, while in most object-oriented languages it is solved only w.r.t. the
ﬁrst (implicit) parameter, the receiver. Thus, if we want to use our formalism only
to give semantics to such languages, then we can simplify the models, requiring
that for each op: s → s the interpretation of op consists of a partial function
M
M
op M
u : ι(u) → ι(s) , for each u s.t. u1  s1 and ui = si for all i = 2 . . . n. In
this way, models are “smaller”, because multifunctions have less variants. The
theory developed for this less general case is, hence, a trivial simpliﬁcation of
the theory presented here.

2.3

Amalgamated Sum

Even though not crucial for any kind of institution, it is widely recognized that
the amalgamation property [5] makes institutions particularly suitable for dealing in an elegant way with modular software systems and speciﬁcations. Indeed,
as already stated in the Introduction, two main motivations for this work are the
deﬁnition of an algebraic framework for modeling languages with late binding
and the possibility to lift at the speciﬁcation level the reuse of code typical of
the object-oriented approach. This implies that we have to face the problem of
modularization at the level both of models (indeed, object-oriented programs are
usually structured) and speciﬁcations (since, for reusing speciﬁcations, we necessarily deal with some modularization mechanism). However, we need to prove
the amalgamation property only for models, since the corresponding property
for axiomatic presentations comes for free from the former (see [13]).
We ﬁrst show that OSign is ﬁnitely cocomplete, so that signatures can be
combined together; then, we state the amalgamation property in its most general
formulation, that is, by considering any kind of pushouts. Proofs are given in
the Appendix.
The proof of ﬁnite cocompleteness is based on the fact that both Set and
PreOrd are (ﬁnitely) cocomplete and shows that every colimit in OSign can
be deﬁned by simply putting together the two colimits in PreOrd and Set obtained by forgetting function and sort symbols, respectively. More formally, let
U S : OSign → PreOrd, U F : OSign → Set be the two forgetful functors deﬁned
by U S (S, ≤, O, δ0, δ1) = (S, ≤), U S (σ S , σ F ) = σ S and U F (S, ≤, O, δ0, δ1) = O,
U F (σ S , σ F ) = σ F . Then U S and U F turn out to be ﬁnitely cocontinuous. This
property allows the proof for the amalgamation property to be simpler, since
we are able to reason at the level of the underlying categories Set and PreOrd
rather than OSign.
Proposition 2. The category OSign is ﬁnitely cocomplete. Furthermore, the
two forgetful functors U S and U F are ﬁnitely cocontinuous.
Proposition 3 (Amalgamation). For any pushout diagram in OSign
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Σ1 = (S1 , ≤1 , O1 , δ01 , δ11 )

σ1

✲

Σ = (S, ≤, O, δ0, δ1)

✻

✻
σ2

σ1
Σ0 = (S0 , ≤0 , O0 , δ00 , δ10 )

✲
σ2

Σ2 = (S2 , ≤2 , O2 , δ02 , δ12 )

and for any Σ1 -model M1 and any Σ2 -model M2 , if M1 |σ1 = M2 |σ2 , there exists
a unique Σ-model M s.t. M|σi = Mi , i = 1, 2.
2.4

Language

As shown in Sect. 1, terms are of three kinds: variables, function applications
and casted terms. In function applications, we allow, but not require, arguments
to be explicitly typed, to direct the choice of which variant of the multifunction
has to be used (static binding). If no type is provided, then the dynamic type of
the argument is used as a default (late binding).
A casted term is of the form (s )t, where t is a term of some supersort of s
and denotes the value of t seen as an element of type s , if possible (i.e. if the
dynamic type of t is a subtype of s ); it is undeﬁned otherwise.
Finally, note that we do not have an explicit subsumption rule. Hence any
term has a unique (static) type, due to the absence of static overloading. But
a term can be used as argument for a function application whenever its type is
smaller than the expected type.
Definition 5. Given a set S, an S-indexed family of variables X is any family {Xs }s∈S of pairwise disjoint (sub)sets Xs (of some ﬁxed universe). In the
following we will denote by X the (necessarily disjoint) union of the Xs ’s, too.
For each S-indexed family of variables X, the S-indexed family TΣ (X) of
terms over Σ and X is inductively deﬁned by
– Xs ⊆ TΣ (X)s
– t ∈ TΣ (X)s and s ≤ s implies (s )t ∈ TΣ (X)s ( casting)
– if ti ∈ TΣ (X)s i and s i ≤ s i ≤ si for all i = 1 . . . n, then op(τ ) ∈ TΣ (X)s
for each function symbol op: s → s and each τ of length n s.t. τi is ti or
ti : s  i .
The free variables of a term are inductively deﬁned by
– F V (x) = {x} for all x ∈ Xs ;
– F V ((s )t) = F V (t);
– F V (op(τ )) = ∪i=1...n F V (ti ) if τi is either ti or ti : s i .
For each t ∈ TΣ (X)s we say that s is the static type of t.
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Notice that we are able to give semantics to the casting construct only because
we have adopted partial models. Indeed, the evaluation of such construct cannot
yield any value if applied to a value outside the carrier of the sort on which we
are casting.
Definition 6. Given an S-indexed family of variables X = {Xs }s∈S , a valuation of X into M , denoted by V : X → M , is a function from X into the disjoint
M
union of all the proper carriers of M s.t. if x ∈ Xs , then V (x) ∈ ι(s) . Moreover, we will denote [V : X → M ] the set of all valuations of X in M .
For each valuation V : X → M , the evaluation tM,V of a term t in M w.r.t. V
is inductively deﬁned by:
– xM,V = V (x) for all x ∈ X
M
– if tM,V ∈ ι(s ) , then (s )tM,V = tM,V , else (s )tM,V is undeﬁned
 
ι(s i ) if τi = ti : s i
M,V

= ai : s i and ui =
for all i = 1 . . . n, then
– if ti
s i if τi = ti
M,V
op(τ )M,V = op M
, . . . , tM,V
).
n
u (t1
If tM,V = a : s, then s is the dynamic type of t.
Note that the evaluation of a term may be undeﬁned not only because the term
contains a casting, but also because the interpretation of function symbols are
partial functions. However, if the evaluation of a term t ∈ TΣ (X)s yields a value,
then that value belongs to ι(s)M
.

Expressions of an object-oriented language where dynamic binding is applied
only to the receiver have to be transformed in our formalism in terms where each
function call has all the arguments, but the ﬁrst, explicitly typed by the types
expected by the function. So, for instance, if we have R.f(A1...An) for some
method f declared with argument types s1 . . . sn , then we translate this call
into f (r, a : s1 , . . . , a : sn ) (where the translation is recursively applied to the
subterms as well). In this way we choose the variant to be used in term evaluation
independently from the dynamic type of the arguments.
An alternative approach is to use simpliﬁed models where the variants of
multifunction are indexed only by the subtypes of the receiver type, as sketched
at the end of Sect. 2.2. In this case explicitly typing arguments but the ﬁrst has
no eﬀect on the semantics and hence it is not needed.
Finally note that the super construct should be transformed into the explicit
typing of the receiver by the parent class of its static type.
Terms are translated along signature morphisms replacing sort and function
symbols by their translation, while variables are unaﬀected.
Definition 7. For each S-indexed family X of variables, let σ(X) be the S  indexed family of variables deﬁned by σ(X)s = ∪σ(s)=s Xs for all s ∈ S  .
Moreover, let the translation of Σ-terms along σ be inductively deﬁned by
– σ(x) = x for all variables x;
– σ((s )t) = (σ(s ))σ(t)
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– σ(op(τ )) = σ(op)(τ  ) where τ and τ  are of the same length n and if τi = ti ,
then τi = σ(ti ) else τi = ti : si and τi = σ(ti ) : σ(si ).
Lemma 2. Using the notation of Def. 7, if t ∈ TΣ (X)s , then σ(t) ∈
TΣ  (σ(X))σ(s) .
As expected, term evaluation in the reduct of a model coincides with the evaluation of translated terms in the source model.
Lemma 3. Given an S-indexed family X of variables, let us denote by M the
reduct M  |σ . Then:
– the function χ from [V : X → M ] into [U : σ(X) → M  ] associating each valuation V with the valuation σ(V ), deﬁned by σ(V )(y) = V (y) for all variables y, is an isomorphism.

– for each term t ∈ TΣ (X) and each valuation V , tM,V = σ(t)M ,σ(V ) .
2.5

Logic

The main novelty of our approach is the deﬁnition of two diﬀerent kinds of
quantiﬁcation, where variables range over elements of the proper and extended
carrier, respectively, of a given sort. In the latter case we state properties holding
for all possible realizations of the type, while in the former we impose conditions
that can be overridden in further reﬁnements. We illustrate the two kinds of
quantiﬁcation in the case of the Horn-Clauses on equality, but the approach
extends naturally to existential quantiﬁcation and ﬁrst-order logic as well, adding
predicates to signatures and their interpretation to models, following the same
intuition as for function symbols and allowing variants.
Definition 8. Given an S-indexed family of variables X, the atoms over Σ
and X consists of (here and in the following t, possibly decorated, is a term
over Σ and X):
– deﬁnedness assertions of the form D(t);
– (strong) equalities of the form t = t , with t and t of static types having a
common supersort;
Then, Horn Clauses have the form !1 ∧ . . . ∧ !n ⊃ !n+1 , where each !i is an
atom for i = 1 . . . n + 1. The !i for i = 1 . . . n are called premises and !n+1 is
called consequence. The set of all Horn Clauses over Σ and X will be denoted by
HC(Σ, X). We will write a Horn Clause with an empty set of premises simply
as the atom that is its consequence. The free variables of a Horn Clause ϕ are
the union of the free variables of its subterms, that is
– F V (D(t)) = F V (t);
– F V (t = t ) = F V (t) ∪ F V (t );
– F V (!1 ∧ . . . ∧ !n ⊃ !n+1 ) = ∪i=1...n+1 F V (!i );
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Finally, conditional sentences have the form
∀x1 : s1  . . . . ∀xk : sk  .∀y1 : s 1 . . . . ∀yn : s n .ϕ
for each ϕ ∈ HC(Σ, X) with the quantiﬁed variables pairwise distinct, where xi ∈
Xsi for all i = 1 . . . k, yj ∈ Xs j for all j = 1 . . . n and F V (ϕ) ⊆ {x1 , . . . ,
xk , y1 , . . . , yn }.
The set of all conditional sentences over a signature Σ will be denoted by
OSen(Σ).
Satisfaction is deﬁned, as usual, on the basis of validity w.r.t. total variables
valuations, that is each variable denotes a value, following the intuition that the
variables quantiﬁed as the xi ’s above can be instantiated on any value in the
carrier, while the variables quantiﬁed as the yj ’s above have to be instantiated
on values in the proper carrier of their sort.
Definition 9. Given an S-indexed family of variables X, the validity of Horn
Clauses over Σ and X w.r.t. a valuation V : X → M is deﬁned as follows.
– M |=V D(t) iﬀ tM,V is deﬁned;
or both tM,V
– M |=V t = t , iﬀ either tM,V = α = tM,V for some α ∈ sM

M,V
and t
are undeﬁned;
– M |=V !1 ∧ . . . ∧ !n ⊃ !n+1 iﬀ M |=V !i for some i = 1 . . . n or M |=V !n+1 .
Then

M |= ∀x1 : s1  . . . . ∀xk : sk  .∀y1 : s 1 . . . . ∀yn : s n .ϕ

iﬀ M |=V ϕ for all valuations V : {x1 , . . . , xk , y1 , . . . , yn } → M , s.t. V (yj ) = aj :
M
ι(s j ) for some aj ∈ ι(s j ) .
Sentence translation immediately follows from term translation.
Definition 10. The translation of Σ-formulae along σ is inductively deﬁned by
– σ(D(t)) = D(σ(t));
– σ(t = t ) = σ(t) = σ(t );
– σ(!1 ∧ . . . ∧ !n ⊃ !n+1 ) = σ(!1 ) ∧ . . . ∧ σ(!n ) ⊃ σ(!n+1 );
and the translation OSen(σ): OSen(Σ) → OSen(Σ  ) of Σ-sentences along σ is
deﬁned by
OSen(σ)(∀x1 : s1  . . . . ∀xk : sk  .∀y1 : s 1 . . . . ∀yn : s n .ϕ) =
∀x1 : σ(s1 ) . . . . ∀xk : σ(sk ) .∀y1 : σ(s 1 ). . . . ∀yn : σ(s n ).σ(ϕ).
It is immediate to see that OSen(σ) is a well-deﬁned function.
Proposition 4. Using the notation of Def. 8 and 10, OSen: OSign → Set is a
functor.
Proposition 5. Using the notation of Lemma 3, M |=V φ iﬀ M  |=σ(V ) σ(φ)
for any Horn Clause φ.
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Proposition 6. For each Σ-sentence φ and each Σ  -model M 
M  |= OSen(σ)(φ)

⇐⇒

OMod(σ)(M  ) |= φ

The technical results presented in this section can be summarized by saying
that we have deﬁned an institution (see e.g. [6]). Besides guaranteeing some
degree of internal coherence, the fact that our framework is an institution makes
directly available all the institution independent constructions, like structured
speciﬁcation languages, the notion of implementation, the capability of importing
entailment systems through (suitable) coding in richer framework and so on.
Theorem 3. The tuple (OSign, OSen, OMod, |=) is an institution.

3

Static Overloading

In concretely used languages, it may be convenient to allow the same function
symbol to be used to declare functions of diﬀerent types, all visible at the same
level of nesting. The diﬀerence between this static overloading and the dynamic
overloading modeled by our formalism is that in the latter case, the decision
of which variant of the multifunction has to be invoked can be made only at
run time and, hence, depends on the particular execution. On the contrary, the
former kind of overloading can be solved, once and for all, at compile time.
More precisely, a distinct internal name is associated with each declaration;
then each function call is coded by substituting the user-deﬁned name by the
corresponding internal one, if it is possible to select, following some languagedependent rule, one deﬁnition among all those ﬁtting that call, otherwise it is
rejected as statically incorrect.
The same strategy can be adopted within algebraic frameworks (see e.g. [3]),
distinguishing the level of the language for the end-users from the actual signature of the corresponding semantics.
Let us consider for instance how the static overloading allowed in the Java
language could be solved in our framework.
In Java, a method name of a parent class can be redeclared in a heir class
provided that either the number or the type of at least one argument is diﬀerent (i.e., double declarations cannot be distinguished by the result type). For
instance, let us modify the examples in Sect. 1, adding the following methods to
the classes 2DPoint and 3DPoint:
class 2DPoint {
...
bool equals (2DPoint P)
{ ... }
...
}
class 3DPoint extends 2DPoint {
...
bool equals (2DPoint P)
{ ... }
bool equals (3DPoint P)
{ ... }
bool inLine(2DPoint P1, 3DPoint P2) { ... }
bool inLine(3DPoint P1, 2DPoint P2) { ... }
...
}
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We can translate this interface into a signature where static overloading has
been solved by renaming function names (a canonical way is using f s,s for each
f : s → s, but for sake of simplicity in the example below we use an ad hoc, even
though equivalent, renaming). In the case of our running example (omitting all
the functions but equals and inLine)
sig ΣP = . . .
sorts int, 3D ≤ 2D
opns
equals 2 : 2D, 2D → bool
equals 3 : 3D, 3D → bool
inLine 2,3 : 3D, 2D , 3D → bool
inLine 3,2 : 3D, 3D , 2D → bool

Note that in Java the ﬁrst equals in class 3DPoint is interpreted as a redeﬁnition
of equals in class 2DPoint, since the argument type is the same. On the contrary,
the second is interpreted as a new method with the same name but diﬀerent
argument type. Correspondingly, in the signature we have two function symbols
for the two methods with the same name, while there is no diﬀerent function
symbol corresponding to the redeﬁnition.
Now, every method invocation in Java can be translated into a function application (a term over ΣP ) where all the actual parameters but the ﬁrst (i.e. the
receiver, for which the binding is dynamic) are explicitly typed; the name of
the function and the types for the explicit typing of the parameters are determined by the algorithm for resolving static overloading in Java. For instance,
assuming that P2 and P3 have (static) type 2DPoint and 3DPoint, respectively,
the expression P2.equals(P3) is translated into equals 2 (p2, p3 : 2D ), whereas
the expression P3.equals(P3) is translated into equals 3 (p3, p3 : 3D ). Note that
there is no translation for the expression P3.inLine(P3,P3), since it is rejected
by the Java compiler as statically incorrect.
It is interesting to note that there exists another possible solution for dealing
with static overloading in our framework, besides the canonical one sketched
above. This second solution, however, can be applied only when a set of overloaded methods M (op) (i.e. all the methods having the same name op) has the
following property3 :
∃s ∈ S ∗ , s ∈ S s.t. ∀op  : u → s ∈ M (op) u ≤ s, s = s
where S ranges over all types deﬁned in the Java program. If this property
holds, then we can simply associate to the program a signature with a unique
function symbol op with functionality s → s.
For instance, in the example above, this property is satisﬁed both for
op = equals and for op = inLine, with functionalities 2D , 2D → bool and
3D , 3D , 3D → bool , respectively. Considering e.g. equals, we will have in the
signature a function symbol equals: 2D, 2D → bool which expands in any model
3

We could relax the condition by requiring s ≤ s instead of s = s, but in this way
we should use casting for having a correct translation.
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MP to the variants
MP
P
equals M
2D 2D : → 2D 
MP
P
equals M
3D 2D : → 3D 
MP
MP
equals 2D 3D : → 2D 
MP
MP
equals 3D 3D : → 3D 

MP
MP
× 2D 
bool 
MP
MP
× 2D 
bool 
MP
MP
× 3D  bool 
MP
MP
× 3D  bool 

which can be used for deﬁning the semantics of the several versions of equals,
P
either redeﬁned or overloaded; in our example, equals M
2D 2D represents the unique
MP
deﬁnition of equals in the class 2DPoint, equals 3D 2D its redeﬁnition in the class
P
3DPoint and equals M
3D 3D the overloaded version added in 3DPoint. In this case,
MP
the version equals 2D 3D
is of no use.
Of course, as happens for the ﬁrst approach, also here we have to explicitly
type all the arguments but the receiver; now the expression P2.equals(P3) is
translated into equals(p2, p3 : 2D ), whereas the expression P3.equals(P3) is
translated into equals(p3, p3 : 3D ).

Conclusion
We have presented a formal framework suitable to deal with functions with
late binding, a crucial feature of the object-oriented approach. We have proved
this formal framework to be an institution, so that our approach provides both
a clean way for modeling object-oriented languages (including languages with
multimethods like CLOS) and a logic appropriate for reasoning about objectoriented programs and for dealing with the problems that code redeﬁnition via
method overriding raises at the level of modular speciﬁcations. Furthermore,
this institution veriﬁes the amalgamation property, hence it is well-suited also
for handling modularization, an important issue for object-oriented systems.
Since our emphasis is on dynamic overloading, in the model we have not
taken into account static overloading; however, we have shown that, as happens
in many other algebraic frameworks, static overloading can be reduced to a useful
syntactic abbreviation, by means of an appropriate renaming and corresponding
translation of terms. On the contrary, this simple solution cannot be adopted
for dealing with dynamic overloading.
The source of inspiration of this work has been with no doubts [2]. We are in
debt with this book for the central idea motivating this paper, i.e. recognizing
dynamic overloading resolution as, on one side, the most important distinguishing feature of the object-oriented approach, on the other an extremely powerful
mechanism of programming languages which hence deserves a deep theoretical
investigation. However, the work presented in this paper faces the problem in a
completely diﬀerent formal framework (a speciﬁcation formalism rather than a
calculus) and with diﬀerent technical solutions.
In the ﬁeld of algebraic speciﬁcation, the formalisms most closely related to
ours are the many variants of order-sorted algebras [7,3], since they too handle
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subtyping and overloading. We have already pointed out in the paper the technical diﬀerences. From a more substantial point of view, order-sorted algebras
only allow overloading which is static (there is no notion of dynamic type in
terms) and conservative (two function symbols with the same name and type
related by the subtyping relation must behave in the same way on elements of
the subtype; in few words, no redeﬁnition). These two restrictions are too strong
to model “real” inheritance in object-oriented languages.
The possibility of writing axioms which are not required to hold in subtypes
presents some similarity with the use of defaults in speciﬁcations (see e.g. [10]).
However, the approach presented there is based on temporal logic and nonmonotonic reasoning, whereas we use classical ﬁrst-order logic.
Finally, a research direction which has some contact points with our work is
that studying the use of assertions in case of inheritance (see e.g. [9,12]). Anyway,
a more precise comparison with the two last mentioned approaches is matter of
further analysis.
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